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Recently, I read the report from the Institute of Medicine (IOM) titled “Best Care at Lower Cost: The
Path to Continuously Learning Health Care in America”, dated September 2012. In my letters to
President Barack Obama and World Leaders in June 2010, I mentioned reducing our healthcare
costs by 30% of our then 2.5 TRILLION USD (annually). This amounts to 750 BILLION USD of
savings for the year 2009. This is exactly the amount mentioned for 2009 in the IOM report dated
September 2012, that we could have saved if we have a system similar to what I have proposed.
Very interesting. Please take a moment to read my letters to President Barack Obama and World
Leaders dated June 2010 and compare them with the IOM report of September 2012.
I founded Best Medical International in 1977 to be the Best in the world. Having lost my father
to Cancer, I have dedicated my career of 40 years to the prevention, early detection, effective
treatment and total cure for Cancer, by developing and manufacturing highly innovative products
and technologies. Being a leader and innovator, TeamBest® is currently bidding on multiple projects
worth nearly One Billion USD worldwide. Best’s family of companies, collectively known as
TeamBest® is planning an additional 600,000 square feet facility for R & D, manufacturing, sales,
marketing, exporting, and to hire nearly 1,000 high tech employees over the next 5 years or sooner.
TeamBest®’s products are used by nearly 10,000 Hospitals worldwide at one time or another.
My commitment, dedication and passion for improving, and reducing the cost of education and
healthcare, led to the birth of Best Cure Foundation in 2007. Best Cure is a nonprofit NGO (nongovernmental organization), committed to making quality education and health care affordable
and accessible globally by lowering the cost as much as 30% by innovative and highly efficient
PROACTIVE HEALTHCARE™ using the TOTAL HEALTH SYSTEM™ and Digital Technologies. Believing
in this, I have personally provided multi-million dollars in donations and loans to Best Cure, to
establish Express and Mobile Clinics, Medical Centers, and Super Specialty Medical Centers with
Digital Technologies, in the USA and globally. Early this year, I purchased a hospital in Brownsville,
PA.
The above summary is to give you an idea of our companies, foundation and their activities. To learn
more about us you may like to visit the following websites: www.teambest.com, www.bestcure.
md, www.kitsault.com.
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